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Linea CFX: Framed for an on-trend finishing touch 
 

With customers seeking ever increasing degrees of personalisation within their interiors, the 

Linea CFX range from Hamilton really comes into its own. 

 

Supplied as a two-part plate and frame design, which clicks together using Hamilton’s clever 

concealed fixings (CFX), Linea CFX provides Interior Designers with the opportunity to exploit 

their creative licence to the full. 

 

Six collections within the range 
 

A long-established designer range within Hamilton’s line-up of decorative wiring accessories, 

Linea CFX now consists of six collections – with the latest addition (Linea-Tetra CFX) 

launched in autumn/winter 2022. 

 

The unique characteristics of each frame design within the range, creates a veritable palette 

of contemporary and traditional options, making it easy to select the perfect collection to 

complement any theme. 

 

Rondo – provides a smooth, rounded frame. 

Duo – features a minimalist straight-edged frame. 

Scala – delivers a bold, stepped edge frame. 

Perlina – contributes a classic beaded-edge frame. 

Georgian – offers a traditional rope design. 

Tetra – brings a contemporary 45 degree bevel-edged design. 

 

Mix and match up to eleven different finishes 
 

Each frame design is available in up to eleven different finishes including Antique Brass, Black 

Nickel, Bright Chrome, Connaught Bronze, Copper Bronze, Etrium Bronze, Polished Brass, 

Richmond Bronze, Satin Brass, Satin Nickel, Basalt Gray, Matt Black and Matt White. Face 

plates are also available in the same eleven finishes as well as Satin Steel.  

 

Create a unique design feature 
 

Because face plates and frames within the Linea range can be independently selected, there 

is the option to mix and match finishes to create a unique design feature out of an otherwise 

predominantly functional essential within your interior scheme. 

 

Mix polished with matt metallics for a gilt–edged touch, or matt with satin metallics for a 

sophisticated finish. Why not try mixing and matching contrasting metallics to create a look 

that really stands out from other off-the-shelf alternatives? 
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Linea CFX provides the scope to create something really unique with a truly luxe appeal. 

 

Inserts to complement your desired look 
 

Whether you’re looking for inserts such as rocker or toggle switches and dimmer knobs to 

stand out from the face plate or blend in, they can be chosen to match either frame or face 

plate finish.  

 

Insert surround finishes are available in black, white or NEW Quartz Grey, making it easy to 

find a finish to complement your desired aesthetic. 

 

Hand finished for a quality look and feel 
 

While face plates are pressed from sheet material, frames within the Linea CFX range are cast 

and then finished by hand, creating a product that looks and feels robust and authentic in 

comparison to non-cast alternatives. 

 

The concealed fixings (CFX) within the Linea range provide a stylish, screwless finish that 

makes wiring accessories easy to install and face plates and frames easy to swap out, should 

the interior theme evolve. 

 

Function follows stylish form 
 

With functionality being the very necessity for decorative wiring accessories within any interior 

project, Linea-Tetra CFX offers a range of switch and socket options. These include standard 

and wide rocker switches, Hamilton’s NEW range of toggle switch and dimmer knob designs, 

double pole switches, power sockets, USB Charging sockets and connection units. 

 

Grid & EuroFix options are also available within Linea CFX – allowing you to create bespoke, 

application-specific designer switch plates and sockets according to your customers’ needs. 

These may include media plates, dedicated USB charging plates or plates to facilitate and 

operate any appliance in the kitchen. 

 

For more information on Linea CFX or any other products mentioned, please 

email: uksales@hamilton-litestat.com 

-END- 
 
Hamilton’s Social Connections 

Instagram: Hamilton_Litestat 

Twitter:  @Hamilton_LS 

Linkedin:  Hamilton Litestat  

Facebook:  HamiltonLitestatUK 

Pinterest: HamiltonLite 

 
 

About Hamilton Litestat 

Hamilton Litestat is a British electrical solutions provider that designs, develops, and manufactures innovative 

electrical accessories of the highest quality from its headquarters in Bristol. With a vast product range spanning 

decorative wiring accessories, it’s a one-stop-shop for interior designers, architects and developers for both the 

residential and hotel industries. 
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A family-owned and run company, Hamilton operates under the direction of Ian Hamilton and has grown since its 

inception to employ 120 customer-focused staff and distribute its class-leading solutions around the world.  

 

Hamilton’s outstanding reputation is built on delivering quality, both in terms of design and manufacture. It 

supplies the latest technology and ‘smart’ solutions, all supported by exceptional customer service. As an 

industry-leading company, Hamilton is ceaseless in its quest to produce pioneering solutions that are easy to 

install, competitively priced and have a stylish, desirable finish suited to any interior project.  
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